The Dorking Christmas Shoot Sunday 12th December
Shooting will be in Pairs bring your own guns and ammo be prepared to share. Its Christmas after all.
More Details
The following is subject to change but it will be along the following lines:Entry Fee
A wrapped gift to the value of £5.00 (no prize no shoot)
Rifles you will need
1. Scoped Rifle
2. Service Rifle
You will shoot in a pair with a buddy (If you have no friends then we will allocate one for you!)
Your scores will be for the pair over the three shoots so you will only do well if you both shoot well.
Note Its up to you to select a pair, due to random arrival times it is not Practical to do hat draw.
Course of fire
Detail 1 100 yards
PL7 Gallery Target Service Rifle Iron Sighted. If you have to use a scoped rifle then no resting or
bipod (Prone)
16 shooters on the detail in pairs. One shooting. One standing behind watching, observing coaching
etc. We intend to use all 8 targets (subject to fixing target 3).
Shooter 1 fires 10 rounds. Has the rifle cleared by the RO then shooter 2 takes over and fires their 10
on the same target. Penalties for shooting on the wrong target.
No more than 20 scoring shots on a target or you lose the top score.
Detail 2 200 yards
2 Shooters per target
Any rifle/scope combination.
Snaps a combination of Figure 11 and Figure 12 targets
Each shooter to shoot 5 shots onto the Figure 11 and 5 on the Figure 12.
No more than 10 shots overall on each target per pair. Work out the details between you.
Targets will appear simultaneously (if we have sufficient butt crew.)
Detail 3 600 yards
2 shooters on an Electronic target 10 shots each.
Start loaded (so forget using a single shot) and ALL the shots to be fired in a total of 4 minutes.
So that’s the idea. We may change it on the day but be prepared.

